The characteristic peaks of 1 day period and 1 year period were obtained through the Fourier analysis of atmospheric 222Rn concentration in Kobe. The 222Rn concentration showed the diurnal variation and seasonal variation.
1. Introduction 222Rn is the only gaseous decay product of 238U series, being the immediate daughter of 226Ra.
Hence within the earth's crust, there is continuous production of 222Rn. A study of 220Rn is outside the range of the present work. The radioactive gas liberated from the mineral migrates through pores in the earth's crust toward the atmosphere. The 222Rn concentration Q (Bq/m3) was calculated by Equation (1)6).
where, Q=222Rn concentration (Bq/m3), V= effective volume (m3),I = ionization current (fA) . The area between the curve and the abscissa of The power of frequency for the superhigh frequency region (f> 0. 1 cph) is expressed as Equation (3 ).
The Kolmogorov,s -5/3 power law applies in the case of a = -5/3. It is known that the law (37) Vol. 43, No. 11 applies when the S(f) and the f for the speed of wind level and atmospheric temperature level in the superhigh frequency region were substituted in Equation (3). 
Diurnal variations
According to Shimo's method12), the relative concentration of 222Rn Q(t)/Q, (the ratio of the hourly 222Rn concentration Q(t) to the daily geometric mean of 222Rn concentration Q) was used. Figure 2 Figure 3 shows the seasonal variation of Q(t)/ Q at 9 : 00 and 19 : 00. The variation at 19 : 00 was the least. Figure  4 shows the seasonal variation of 222Rn
Seasonal variation
concentration. Figure  5 shows 
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